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Sikkim: Vahan & Sarathi in the Himalayan foothills
From our Sikkim Correspondent Shri D K Basnett

Sikkim is the State with the lowest population in India, it is also deemed to be the most peaceful.
Perched in its pristine Himalayan settings, it is one of the favourite tourist destinations of the Country
and in the world. It also holds immense potential in education, health care and organic farming.
However, since Sikkim is landlocked with neither rail nor air connectivity, road transport is its lifeline
and plays a very crucial role in its economy and development. Vahan and Sarathi and the entire gamut
of road transport management system assumes very high significance in such a situation. Our Sikkim
Correspondent & Project Co-ordinator provides a profile of the Transport Computerization Project in this
beautiful Himalayan state

S

ikkim is India’s least populous state. Sikkim is also the
second-smallest state in India after Goa in terms of land area. The
state is spread over 7,096 square
kilometers. Sikkim is a mountainous, landlocked state having international border with China, Nepal
and Bhutan. Being part of the eastern Himalayas, almost the entire
state is mountainous. The state has
10 mountain peaks that rise above
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7,000 metres, 84 glaciers and 315
glacial lakes (including the Tsomgo, Gurudongmar and Khecheopalri). Mount Khangchendzonga (8,586 meters), the world’s
third-highest mountain peak and
revered as a guardian deity, is situated on the border between Sikkim
and Nepal. Teesta and Rangit are
the two rivers which mesmerizingly meander from North Sikkim to
West Bengal.

About one million tourists travel
to Sikkim every year. In the year
2014, Lonely Planet, a leading
global travel guide, named Sikkim as the best place to visit. The
Kailash-Mansarovar Yatra route
through Nathula, Sikkim, has provided an alternative route which is
much more comfortable for elderly pilgrims than through the Lipulekh Pass in Uttarakhand. The first
batch of pilgrims was flagged off

from New Delhi by External Affairs Minister, Smt Sushma Swaraj in June 2015. The ancient Silk
Road to Tibet was opened once
again after a gap of forty years in
2006. Trade, through Nathu La,
along the border of the Tibetan
Autonomous Region of China and
Sikkim in India, has increased by
312.64%, according to Ministry of
sources.
The futuristic vision of the Chief
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Minister of Sikkim, Shri Pawan
Chamling, of converting the State
to a fully organic one initiated a
new era in the history of organic agricultural movement in the
Country. He made a historic declaration by announcing a policy
to transform Sikkim into a totally organic state by passing a resolution in the Sikkim Legislative
Assembly in the year 2003. With
this, Sikkim became the First State
in the Country to enact such a far
sighted and visionary policy.
The State has the potential to generate 8,000 MW of hydro power
and the State Government has approved around 29 hydro-electric
power plants which are at various
stages of development.
Fourteen pharmaceutical companies, including Sun Pharma,
Zydus Cadila, and Cipla have set
up bases in Sikkim with a total
4

investment of Rs 25,000 million,
providing job opportunities to the
local people.
Sikkim being the most peaceful
State in the Northeast, has the potential of being the educational
hub in the North East.

Sikkim Transport
Department
Yes, Sikkim is flourishing in Tourism, Education, Health Care and
Organic farming and the Transport
Sector is a very important sector
which binds all these different
sectors in Sikkim which is landlocked and not yet connected by
airways or railway.
Socio-economic
development
and communication in general is
therefore dependent entirely on
the road Transport network. Road
Transport is the only means of
communication in the Himalayan

State of Sikkim. The system of
vehicular transport management
was introduced in Sikkim in 1944,
and is known as the Sikkim State
Transport. Subsequently, this was
renamed as Sikkim Nationalized
Transport (SNT) Department in
the year 1955. Unlike in many
other states where the Transport
Sector is looked after by the Road
Transport Corporations; in Sikkim, this is directly taken care of
by the Government Department
i.e. the Transport Department. As
most of the routes within the state
were nationalized prior to 1975, all
passengers and goods were exclusively transported by SNT buses/
trucks or other vehicles under its
supervision. However the system
has now been changed after the
extension and enforcement of the
Central Motor Vehicles Act, 1988.
The Transport Department is
mainly divided into two divisions:

•
•

Motor Vehicle Division
Sikkim Nationalized Transport
Division
The Motor Vehicle Division is a
constituent part of the Transport
Department, Government of Sikkim the main role of which is to
enforce and implement the laws
relating to the central Motor Vehicles Act, 1988, Central Motor
Vehicle rule, 1989, Sikkim Motor Vehicles rule, 1991 and the
Sikkim Motor Vehicle (Taxation)
Act, 1982. The Department is entrusted with the job of enforcing
the provisions of the Motor Vehicles Act, (CMVR) 1989 and rules
framed there under by the State
Government in coordination with
the Traffic Police Department.
The Motor Vehicle Division has
mainly 6 offices in the state with
the head office at Gangtok. Other
offices of the Motor Vehicle Division are:
•

RTO Office in Gangtok, East
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District
•

RTO Office in Namchi, South
District

•

RTO Office in Jorethang,
South District

•

RTO Office in Gyalsing, West
District

•

RTO Office in Soreng, West
District

•

RTO Office in Mangan, North
District

The Sikkim Nationalized Transport mainly looks after the transportation of goods and passengers
within and outside the State. The
Sikkim Nationalized Transport division mainly consists of booking
offices, bus terminals and workshops apart from the Head Office
at Gangtok.

The Motor Vehicles
Department with Digital
Dimension
Digitization has become one of the
most important dimensions that
5

has very quickly and successfully
penetrated each and every sector,
be it education, healthcare, and
tourism. Digitization gives major
boost to right decision making, at
the right time with the right set of
digital data. And the Transport department is not an exception.
With digitization, came a lot of
administrative reforms, decentralization of offices, etc. There were
only two RTO offices in Sikkim
catering to the four districts of Sikkim. Vehicle registration, Driving
Licenses were done manually. Vehicle Registration Mark for different categories of vehicles was very
broadly classified. Retention of
Registration Mark for individual
vehicle owners was also the norm.
The mode of payment was through
the State Bank of Sikkim’s bank
receipt/ challan and transfer entry,
and it is being continued till today.

Before the implemention of Vahan
and Sarathi in Sikkim, the department
had started providing non-SCOSTA
smart card for RC
and DL through a
third party vendor.
After the expiry of
the vendor’s work
order, issue of nonSCOSTA RC and
Applicants providing biometric inputs for Sarathi at DTO
DL were stopped,
Gangtok
and the Sikkim
tration in Sikkim with the active
Government decided to imple- support of the Meghalaya Vahan
ment Vahan and Sarathi.
Team. After the completion of
In 2006, ICT infrastructure for
the pilot site of RTO Gangtok was
ready, and it started issuing Learner Licences through the Sarathi
application. Simultaneously, the
Vahan application customization
process started with the requirement analysis of vehicle regis-

partial Vahan 2.0 customization,
new vehicle registration modules
were started in RTO Gangtok. The
Department started issuing manual blue book as RC and it is still
continuing with the same. With
the completion of site preparation in RTO Mangan, Jorethang
A joint Publication by NIC & MoRTH
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and Gyalsing, ICT infrastructure
was commissioned and training
of RTO officers and Staff on Vahan and Sarathi applications were
started.
In the mean time, inorder to provide better accessibility in North
Sikkim and West Sikkim, two more
new RTOs were created in accordance with the decentralization policy of the Government. Further,
the Department also came out with
a new notification to change the
format of the Registration Mark.
The new format was State Code +
RTO Code + Vehicle Code + four
Digit number. RTO Gangtok code
was 01, RTO Gyalsing 02, RTO
Mangan 03 and RTO Jorethang
04. Private vehicle was codified
as ‘P’, Government Vehicle ‘G’,
Goods vehicle as ‘D’, Local Taxi
as ‘T’, Maxicab as ‘J’, Luxury
6

Vehicle as ‘Z’, Ambulance as ‘A’,
Buses as ‘B’, Special vehilces like
earth movers as ‘E’. This simple
codification became of great help
for enforcement agencies and also
to the general public. Any vehicle
could easily be identified through
its Registration Mark.

ware at RTO Gangtok as a pilot
site, computerization of the Motor

Services through Vahan
2.0

Services through Sarathi
1.0

•

New Vehicle Registration

•

Renewal of Registration

•

Transfer of Ownership

•

Change of Address etc.

•

Issue of Permit

•

Renewal of Permit Taxes

•

State-wise tax calculation
& Payment

•

Fitness

•

Issue of Fitness Certificate
Renewal of Fitness Certificate Enforcement

•

Settlement
Amount

Services provided through
Vahan 2.0 and Sarathi 1.0

•

Since the modest beginning in the
year 2006 with the Sarathi soft-

Retention of Registration
Numbers and replacement
of new/old vehicles

• Driving License
• Issuance of Learner’s License
Issuance of Permanent Driving License
• Renewal of Driving License
• Change of address of Driving
License
• Issuance of Duplicate License
• Issuance of International
Driving Permit
• Issuance of Driving License
for persons holding foreign
Driving License
• Conductor’s License
• Issuance of Conductor’s License
• Renewal of Conductor’s License
• Driving School License
• Issuance of License to Driving School
• Fees

•

Conversion of vehicles

• Calculation of fees & Payment

In the year 2011, the department
came out with the new vehicle
taxation notification in the month
of February 2011. For the first
time in Sikkim, additional tax
was introduced for new vehicles
according to the cost of the vehicle. This notification was superseded by another notification in
the month of September 2011. The
September 2011 notification is being followed till today.

of

Penalty
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Vehicle Department in Sikkim has
come a long way.
•

•

All the 4 RTOs of the State are
covered by Vahan 2.0 and Sarathi 1.0
The State Register (SR) of
vehicles and driving licences
have been created, and data is
flowing to the National Register (NR) as well. The SR and
NR are being continuously updated.

services provided by the NR will
go a long way in mitigating such
threats by allowing Registering
Authorities to verify vehicle credentials before granting registration. Likewise, prospective buyers
too can verify the details online
before deciding to buy such vehicles.

Online Services provided
in the State through
The importance of “ready to ac- Parivahan
cess” databases of vehicles and
driving licences for law enforcing and investigating agencies
is immense. The State also has a
sizeable market for used vehicles
from other states giving rise to
apprehensions of stolen vehicles
or otherwise involved in other
crimes finding their way into the
state using forged documents. The
7

Data generated at the RTO level is uploaded and transferred to
the State Register and National
Register through which Parivahan services are provided to the
Motor Vehicle Department and
concerned enforcement agencies.
User Ids have been created for the
Motor Vehicle Department to pro-

vide access to the services in the
Parivahan portal (http://parivahan.nic.in).

Services through
Parivahan
•

Online vehicle search on
various parameters of nationwide data

•

Search for blacklisted vehicles anywhere in the Country

•

NoC generated in various
offices of RTO/DTO/ARTO
across the Country

•

Status of Vehicles regarding
Fitness and Tax payments

•

Search for Driving Licenses
and its vital particulars

•

SMS-based services to the
customer as well as registered users of Parivahan on
Mobile No:7738299899.

Present Challenges and
Issue of Vahan 2.0 and
Sarathi 1.0
Vahan and Sarathi applications
were implemented in all the four
RTOs in Sikkim starting from
2006-07. RTO Mangan and RTO
Gyalsing were the new RTOs created in the year 2009, for which
these applications were initiated
in the second phase. The computer
hardware at these locations have
outlived their lives, and require
immediate replacement. Moreover, vendors have also shown their
inability to take AMCs of these
items as spares are not available in
the market. The biggest challenge
faced is the shortage of client machines, electricity and technical
manpower at the RTOs. With erratic power supply at most of the
RTOs and that too without certainty, the challenges of server crashes, other hardware failures and
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battery damages are ever threatening.
Only BSNL VPNoBB was available for transfer of daily data from
RTOs to the State Consolidated Register (SCR) and SR. The
BSNL VPNoBB connectivity was
very poor and frequent downtime
resulted in the backlog of data
to be uploaded to the SCR/SR/
NR. Since April 2015, VPNoBB
connections have been replaced
by the National Informatics Centre’s NICNET connections. RTO
Mangan has been relocated in the
North District Collectorate Complex for NICNET connectivity.
Only RTO Jorethang is not able to
connect to NICNET as it is 18 KM
away from the nearest NIC District Centre. No other high speed
internet connectivity is available
in the state because of non-availability of SWAN in Sikkim.
8

The Government of Sikkim has
recently initiated establishment
of two more RTOs in South and
West Districts, keeping in mind
the difficulties faced by the people
in those places. RTO Namchi and
RTO Soreng have been created but
the ICT infrastructure, site preparation, connectivity issues in these
remote locations are yet to be accomplished and addressed.
To cope with the emerging challenges, the Department has implemented various corrective
measures. The RTO staff has been
trained regularly, new machines
and equipment have been provided to a certain extent, and existing RTO Mangan was relocated
for stable NICNET connectivity.
With these measures, the working
of the Department has improved
to a large extent but there are still
areas of concern which need to
be addressed to meet the present

RTO East Sikkim, the State Bank of Sikkim in the same premises seems to indicate
that days of online payment are not far away...

challenges and requirements before smooth migration to Vahan
4.0 and Sarathi 4.0.

LOOKING AHEAD
The Ministry of Road Transport
and Highways (MORTH) and
Department of Electronics and
Information Technology (DeitY),
Government of india in collaboration with the National Informatics

Centre (NIC) New Delhi is developing the new web-enabled applications Vahan 4.0 and Sarathi 4.0.
The project envisages one central
database in the cloud with the latest technologies that mitigates all
the drawbacks of the existing client-server technology where the
cost of maintaining the local RTO
database server is very high and
risky as these servers are prone to
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crashes due to long hours of power
failures. The State Government is
committed to the implementation
of Vahan 4.0 and Sarathi 4.0 in the
State, and has moved in the right
direction by hosting the North East
Regional Transport Workshop on
of May 12 & 13, 2016, in collaboration with NIC and MoRTH.
These web-enabled applications
are being thoroughly tested at NIC
Sikkim State and RTO Gangtok,
so that they can be implemented in
RTO Gangtok, as a pilot site and
later rolled out in all the other remaining RTOs. Vahan 4.0 and Sarathi 4.0 will provide the following
services:
•

9

Online web-enabled application of Vahan and Sarathi

•

Single database for whole
Country

•

e-Payments – covering multiple gateways

•

Online Service: enhancement
in scope, range and quality.

Services to the Citizen
•

Application Status Tracking
Online Application Submission & Processing

•

Online Services on Vehicle
Related activities

•

Online issuance of Learner License/Driving Licenses/ New
Permit / Renewal of Permit

•
•

Information Query
Fees Payment through Payment Gateway
Tax Payment through Payment
Gateway
SMS based services at each
level

RTO Mangan, North Sikkim: Vahan & Sarathi in operation

•

e-Auction for Choice Number
selection

•

Dealer point registration module

•

SMS alerts, Digital Signatures
and Biometric Authentication
through Aadhar

•

Centralized application, database for ease of data sharing
between RTOs/states

•

Centralized customizations/
updates leading to higher
speed of response

•

Minimization of possibilities
of database manipulation

•

Seamless integration with
agencies-dealers, third party
service providers

•

Information
dissemination:
Dashboards, MIS, Adhoc Reports.

•
•

Steps taken to ensure smooth
switchover to Vahan 4.0/
Sarathi 4.0
The Department has already held
several meetings in which all the
steps needed to be taken were disA joint Publication by NIC & MoRTH
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cussed in detail and a ground-level
assessment of the requirements of
the Department was also undertaken.

nectivity for all RTO Office

10

Establishment of stable con-

Integration of e-Banking services with Vahan 4.0 and Sarathi 4.0
Notification on Fancy Numbers and its fees

•

Training of manpower

•

Procurement of necessary
hardware and equipment

•

•

Hiring of Technical Manpower

Various decisions were taken and

The issues discussed included:•

•

action has been already initiated
for majority of the points. It has
been decided that Vahan/ Sarathi
4.0 shall be implemented in the
State in phases, starting from RTO
Gangtok.
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Vahan-4 in Delhi Transport
From our Delhi Correspondent Shri Deepak Mehra

Being the capital city of India, everyone looks at Delhi to take the lead in all development activities
including ICT application in the Transport Sector – it has been the same with Vahan 4.0 and Sarathi
4.0. We present a profile of the services that comes as a part of the Mission-mode National Transport
Computerization Project in Delhi.

C

omputerization work in Delhi
started in 1995 with UNIX OS
and Oracle7 database to facilitate
efficient, transparent, error-free
and timely service. Recently, the
centralized Vahan-4.0 and Sarathi-4.0 have been launched jointly
by the National Informatics Center
and the Ministry of Road Transport and Highways (MoRTH),
Government of India to upgrade
the Vahan and Sarathi software
to overcome the difficulties faced
in the older versions. The Centralized Vahan-4.0 was launched
in 2015 in the two pilot sites of

11

IP Depot and Vasant Vihar Zonal
Offices for private vehicles only.
Customization work has been
completed in these sites and about
85 lakh vehicles registered in Delhi. On an average 1,000 new vehicles are registered daily and several other transactions such as T/O
(Transfer of Owner), HPT (Hypothecation Termination), HPA
(Hypothecation Addition), NoC
etc. are made with respect to old
vehicles. Thereafter, the remaining Zonal offices have also been
upgraded to Vahan-4.0 Web-based
software with Postgres Database,

JAVA J2EE-based technology and
JSF framework. The old Vahan 1/
Vahan2 data has been migrated to
the Vahan 4.0 database structure,
and now the web-based application is running successfully in all
the 13 MLO (Motor Licence Officer) zonal offices. In Delhi ,only
private vehicles are registered in
all zonal offices and commercial
vehicles are registered only in the
headquarters Rajpur Road and
VIU Burari Zonal offices.
Functions of Vahan: The main
functions of vahan 4.0 and its potential benefits are:

•

More transparent and citizen-friendly system

•

Enhanced range and quality of
citizen-centric services

•

Availability of real-time information on full transport data

•

Better control over deployment, maintenance and support

•

Enables better maintainability
and support

•

Improved security, integrity
and availability of critical data

•

Resolves data quality issues
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such as inconsistencies, duplications
•

•

Saving of Cost/effort/ complexity due to abolition of
RTO servers
Conformity to defined standards and best practices

•

Better reporting, analytics and
other information services

•

Consistent data sharing with
external stakeholders

•

Seamless integration with
Gateways (payment, SMS,
service GWs etc)

•

Multi-device,
compatibility

multi-lingual

(https://vahan.nic.in/npermit/ )
 Dealer Point Application incorporated in Vahan 4 application
 Vehicle Manufacturers’ Homologation Application
 Online Fancy Number Registration
 Online Road Tax Payment
 e-Challan (On-road enforcement)
 Online Slot Booking for Driving License Test
 Issue of online Temporary Permit
(https://vahan.nic.in/npermit/ )

A Delhi Transport Office Counter running Vahan 4.0
panies, Transporters (On pay- • Request for Transfer of Owner
in RC
ment basis)
• Request for Addition of VehiOnline Miscellaneous
cle Class (in DL)
Citizen-centric applications
•

Request for Learner/ Driving
License

•

Request for Change of Address in RC, DL

(http://vahan.dl.nic.in/ePermit/)

Online tax collection for
Other Online Applications  Search & Information Service
• Request for NOC for transfer Delhi commercial vehicles
provided through Vahan & (for both RC and DL related
https://parivahan.gov.in/
of Vehicle or DL
Sarathi (G-G, G-B, G-C)
queries)
vahanservice
 Online National Permit
Online issuance of National Permit Authorization across the State
12

•
•

For Police & Security Forces,
Govt. Agencies (Free)
For Banks & Insurance Com-

•

Request for Endorsement of
Hypothecation status in RC

The Online Road Tax Payment
System for commercial vehicles
registered in Delhi has been imA joint Publication by NIC & MoRTH
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plemented. Vehicle owners in
Delhi are now able to make online payment of their vehicle taxes through the multi-option payment gateway of SBI. Taxpayers
are also getting confirmatory
SMS on their registered mobile
numbers, both from the Department as well as the bank portal.

Implementation of Online
Dealer Point Registration
The portal
https://parivahan.
gov.in/vahan/ facilitates dealers to
make online payment of calculated taxes and fees which directly
goes into the government treasury
through the SBI. The data of the
Online Dealer Registration is then
replicated to the corresponding
Vahan database. The system benefits dealers as well as the Department because of lesser cash han-

13

of this software was to
increase revenue collection. Any one can take a
Fancy Number by paying the highest price for
it. Earlier, fancy numbers were given to influential people with the
right ‘connections’. But
it was an unfair system
Officials working on Vahan 4.0
that deprived other genuine car
dling and immediate realization
of government money. The data owners who were ready to pay a
entry work of such vehicles is also higher amount for the same number. It also resulted in loss for the
off-loaded from MLO Offices.
transport department. Now the
Online Fancy Registration
Delhi Transport Department has
Number booking System
taken up the initiative to auction
https://parivahan.gov.in/DL_fancall Fancy numbers. The process
ynumberbid/
starts with an advertisement in the
The Fancy Number Auction Sys- newspaper announcing the auctem (FNAS) was first initiated by tion dates. The first five days of
the Transport Department of Del- this period are open for submishi Governtment. The objective sion of applications for the Fancy

numbers, and the bidding starts
from the sixth day and is open for
the next 10 days. This software is
written in JAVA with Postgres as
the database.
The Fancy Registration system
has been a very ambitious citizen-centric project for the Transport De-partment as well as for
NIC. The system gives freedom
to the public to book any notified
number. The Transport Department invites online applications
for auction of Fancy registration
numbers for four wheelers. There
is a reserved price for each fancy
registration number as notified by
the Government of NCT, Delhi.
These fancy numbers with their
reserved price are published in the
website of the Department. This
system has been integrated with
the Vahan 4.0 software.
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eChallan – Enforcement goes Online
Compiled by Rubaiyat-ul Ali with inputs from Vikrant Kumar

14

eChallan is a comprehensive digital solution for Traffic Enforcement System delivered through
an Android-based mobile application as well as a web portal. It is
an initiative under the eTransport
Mission Mode Project (MMP) and
aims at improving service access
and transparency. It is a comprehensive mobile and web-based
challan collection/update system
which makes use of the latest cutting edge technologies. It incorporates a web-based MIS dashboard
system.

solution, eChallan has offerings
for multiple stakeholders: ease of
operations for Transport Enforcement Officers/Traffic Policemen,
increased visibility in operations
for the Transport Ministry and department and improved support in
maintaining compliance for citizens.

eChallan is integrated with Vahan
and Sarathi applications and provides a number of user-friendly
features, covering all major functionalities of Traffic Enforcement
System. An end-to-end digital

 Enforcement officers

eChallan is an end-to-end automated system with digital interface for all the stakeholders in the
challan eco-system. The application offers customized interfaces
for the following stakeholders:
 Citizens (private or commercial
car owners/drivers)
 State transport office
 Regional transport office

 NIC admin
 MoRTH
The application introduces a novel concept of using mobile-based
app for issuing eChallan. The mobile-based access to the system
is available only to enforcement
officers through android smart
phones. While the web-based access is available to all the rest of
the stakeholders, mobile-based
access ensures the services are
available anytime anywhere. This
application is built in line with
the requirements of Vahan 4.0 and
Sarathi 4.0 and shall be accessing
and updating data from/to national
databases.
Connecting all the stakeholders
through a common system will en-

sure data integrity, reliability and
transparency. End-to-end automation of the process will minimize
the corruption and bad practices to
minimal while enabling efficiency
at each level of users. 100% digitization and documentation of records will help in improving the
visibility of offenders, types of offences frequently committed, payments received on time, etc.
The system aims to provide a perfect solution for the current challenges which the transport departments is facing with respect
to tracking challan records, payments, reports, etc. by leveraging
latest technologies which are easy
to use, adapt and implement at the
ground level.
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Why eChallan
Ease of Service
Mobile solution will provide instant access to information and ease
of operation for Enforcement Officers while features such as online
challan payments will ensure ease of compliance for Defaulters.
Improved transparency
Connecting all the stakeholders through a common system will ensure data integrity, reliability and transparency.
Efficient monitoring
100% digitization and documentation of records will help improving
visibility on offenders, types of offences frequently committed, payments received on time, etc.
Better planning
Set of reports and live dashboards will help the management to efficiently plan task force and strategy across different locations.

details from Vahan-Sarathi database by entering DL and/RC numbers
 The system automatically calculates the challan amount based
on the type of offence selected by
the enforcement officer against the
defaulter and the challan history of
the defaulter
 The system offers synchronization of offline mode of challan issuance with the online system
 The system enables onsite payment of challan through credit
cards or cash
 Automatic alerts and notifications are sent to relevant stakeholders at predefined stages of the
challan process

which the defaulter can scan
through his/her mobile to navigate
to challan website for online payment of challan amount later on.
 The Enforcement Officer is able
to search for any challan anytime
anywhere
 The system allows for evidence
to be collected by uploading the
photos/videos of the receipt and
situation
 The system provides a work
scheduling tool for Enforcement
Officers which allows the admin
to allocate work schedules through
the web, while enforcement officers can check theirs online on
the app

 Enforcement Officers can get
Features & Functionalities name, Lat-Long) through GPS.
of Android-based smart  There is an in-built function to  Challan receipt can be printed details of sections under ACT
phone / tablet
click and store photos of vehicles, through a handy and portable ther- through the mobile app
 The system provides for automatic location logging (place
15

documents, number-plates.

mal printer

 The app fetches vehicle/driver

 The receipt has the QR code

 Enforcement Officer can give
feedback to the NIC staff on the
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performance of the application
through the mobile app
 Currently the system is bilingual
i.e. it supports English and Hindi

the application will help in creating and managing users in departments, and with this module admin will be able to assign specific
roles to other users.

Features And Functions of
 The application will let the dethe Web-based System
 The application will help in
planning, based on the distribution
pattern of challans across the city.
It would provide the user with a
heat map showing areas with higher challan numbers in red. Moreover, the availability of numerous
graphs would depict the revenue
earned based on state, zone, district etc.
 Various privileges of the application such as Analytics, Job allotment, My Assignment, Vehicle /
document Disposal etc. would be
managed by the role management
feature of the application
 User Management feature of
17

partmental head allot job assigments for on road challan collection and the officer assigned will
receive the allotted duty sheet with
the address overlaid on the actual
location map.
 The application will allow users
to pay pending challan amounts
online
 The notification mailbox feature in the application will allow
departments to manage and track
various notifications and issues
raised by users or citizens
 Search facility is available to
help departments search through
challan/offence history

 Robust MIS dashboard for management to monitor and track progress of cases

 Voice communication tools for
Enforcement Officers to communicate urgent messages

 Management tools for fleet
owners to add their multiple vehicles and track their offence history.

 360 degree feedback from various stakeholders involved in issue
and receipt of e-challans

Upcoming features

 Chrome app for quick and easy
access of web sites

 The system plans to upgrade
to support multilingual feature to
support state languages
 The concept of dynamic QR
Code may be implemented, scanning which will take the user directly to his or her customized
profile on website.
 Option to search for nearby
RTO Offices and officers on duty
 Chatroom and training module
for Enforcement Officers
 Theft control through automatic
location tracing via GPS

 eChallan Wallet for for quick
and easy payment of challans,
which will also generate surplus
money for the Transport Department

How to adopt e-Challan?
Following are the pre-requisites
for adopting eChallan system:
•

Approval of eChallan and release document formats from
the requisite department.

•

Identification of nodal team
and officer who will interact
with the application deploy-
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ment team.
•

18

Procurement of android smartphones and hand-held printers
(specification will be provided).

•

•

Training of Enforcement Officers and RTO and State
transport staff on the eChallan
application.

•

Creation of State/RTO admin

Creation of user IDs for department users and Enforcement
Officers by State/RTOadmin.

•

Migration of master data on

users by NIC team.

central server.
•

Identification of payment account head with which eChallan payment gateway will be
integrated.
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North East Regional Transport Workshop
Gangtok, Sikkim, May 12-13,
2016: A two-day Northeast Regional Transport Workshop was
conducted on May 12 -13, 2016 at
Gangtok Sikkim to take stock of the
latest status of the mission-mode
National Transport Computerization Project in the eight north-eastern states and West Bengal, and to
plan for implementation of new
technologies and products in the
arena. The workshop showcased
the central-server-based, web-enabled applications Vahan 4.0 and
Sarathi 4.0, and deliberated on
implementation strategies for the
same in the Northeast. Another
highly effective mobile software
enforcement tool – eChallan – was
also demonstrated and discussed
for implementation.
We depart from our usual report
19

From our Sikkim Correspondent Shri D K Basnett
format to present a very person- the feel of the
alized report from Shri Dhan new Web-enaKumar Basnett, Co-ordinator of bled Vahan 4.0
the Project for Sikkim and Cor- and Sarathi 4.0
respondent NextMile:
applications with
“When a person really desires a single pan-Insomething, all the universe con- dia centralized
spires to help that person to real- database. We had
ize his dream.”
quietly planned a
― Paulo Coelho, The Alchemist two days’ workYear 2016 had just started, the shop for the of- The Northeast Regional Transport Computerization Workshop
him was a turning point in our
severe cold winter at Gangtok ficers and staff of
had welcomed the mesmerizing the Sikkim Transport Department planned workshop. He suggested
spring, snows from the mountains to introduce Vahan 4.0 and Sar- that NIC Transport Coordinators
had gone, and yet another dream athi 4.0 applications and its rich from the other Seven Sister States
to follow…….
user-friendly features. The dates also be called for the workshop.
had been fixed, and we called Shri The idea was discussed with SIO
Planning for the Event
We had been testing Vahan 4.0 and Joydeep Shome, Transport Divi- Sikkim, Shri Birendra Chhetri
Sarathi 4.0 for quite some time, sion Head, at Delhi, to inform him and Transport Secretary, Shri SBS
and the Sikkim Transport Depart- that we would be conducting the Bhadauria, IFS and finally with
ment was eagerly waiting to get workshop. The conversation with Shri Sanjay S Gahlout, Deputy
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Director General, NIC. With his
blessing, the decision was taken to
host a North East Regional Transport Workshop at Gangtok, Sikkim. And we did not forget to invite our immediate neighbouring
state West Bengal for the workshop. Invitation letters were sent
to all the Transport Commissioners/Secretaries of the northeastern
states along with West Bengal and
the NIC Transport Coordinators
from these states.
The hon’ble Transport Minister,
Government of Sikkim, Shri DT
Lepcha consented to be the Chief
Guest for the event. The Workshop was scheduled for May 12 &
13, 2016 at hotel Mount Siniolchu,
Gangtok. With active participation
of the Sikkim Transport Department and NIC Sikkim, the logistics for the workshop was meticulously planned and executed.
20

The Workshop gets underway
The workshop was inaugurated
by the Hon’ble Transport Minister, Government of Sikkim, Shri
DT Lepcha. Shri SBS Bhadauria,
IFS, Transport Secretary, Government of Sikkim welcomed all the
participants. The Keynote Address
was delivered by Shri Sanjay S
Gahlout, DDG, NIC. Shri Priyank
Bharti, IAS, Director, MoRTH also
addressed the gathering. Speaking
as the Chief Guest, the Hon’ble
Minister dwelt on the benefits of
computerization of Vehicle Registration and Driving License
through the Vahan and Sarathi applications. He drew attention to the
problems of internet connectivity
being faced by the Transport Department of Sikkim, and said that
the Central Government should
support the State financially and
otherwise to strengthen connectivity for smooth implementation

of the web-enabled Vahan 4.0 and
Sarathi 4.0 applications.

Vahan 4.0 Presentation
Presentation on the web-enabled
Vahan 4.0 was very well made by
the Vahan Team from Delhi, head-

ed by Shri Joydeep Shome and
included Shri Sanjay Mendiratta,
PSA and Shri Ravindra Gautam,
SSA. The Vahan 4.0 application
uses a single centralised database.
Dealer point vehicle registration is
one of the most important modules

Hon’ble Transport Minister, Government of Sikkim, Shri DT Lepcha, lighting the inaugural lamp in presence of Shri Sanjay S Gahlout, DDG, NIC, Shri SBS Bhadauria,
IFS, Transport Secretary, Government of Sikkim, Shri Pintso N Lepcha, Chairman,
Sikkim Transport Department and Shri Joydeep Shome, STD, NIC
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of the application. In this scenario,
as soon as the owner buys a vehicle
from a dealer, it will be registered
at the dealer end immediately. The
RTO will only verify and approve
the authenticity of the owner. The
data entry at the RTO office will
be drastically reduced; there will
be less errors and accurate data.
When the Chassis number and
engine number is entered, all the
technical specifications of the vehicle is auto populated and very
few necessary owner information
details are to be entered. Once the
vehicle is registered, the owner
will get an SMS. It has been found
that vehicle details entered in the
previous versions of the application were erroneous or incomplete
which lead to wrong reports. With
the new module, any information
on technical specification of a vehicle will be precise.
The Sikkim Transport Department
21

has recently notified various fancy
numbers which can be reserved by
paying certain fees. With the new

tation modalities, migration from
the distributed to the centralized
cloud environment and other re-

and driving license (DL) tests is
one of the important features of
the new Sarathi application where
a person can book a slot for LL
Test or DL Test according to her/
his convenience. A person can apply for LL/DL sitting at home. All
the required documents can be uploaded along with the photograph
and signature. The required fees
can also be paid online.

eChallan Presentation
Photo Op: Participants of the workshop
application, these fancy numbers
can be booked online and vehicles
can be registered later against the
reserved fancy numbers. The new
application also caters to the online payment of road tax.
The presentation followed indepth discussions on implemen-

lated aspects including bandwidth
availability.

Sarathi 4.0 presentation
Shri BV Reddy who is leading the
development team for Sarathi 4.0
presented the features of the Sarathi 4.0 application. Online slot
booking for learner license (LL)

The session included a demonstration of the newly developed
eChallan software - a comprehensive digital solution for Traffic Enforcement System delivered
through an Android-based mobile
application and a web portal. An
initiative under the eTransport
Mission-mode Project (MMP),
the eChallan system is integrated
with Vahan and Sarathi, and provides a number of user-friendly
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features, covering all major functionalities of Traffic Enforcement
System. eChallan has offerings
for multiple stakeholders: ease of
operations for Transport Enforcement Officers/Traffic Policemen,
increased visibility in operations
for the Transport Ministry and
departments and improved support in maintaining compliance
for citizens. The deliberations following the eChallan presentation

saw very enthusiastic participation
from the Traffic Police team from
the state of Sikkim.
Happy days for Transport
Coordinators….
People working closely with the
existing Vahan/Sarathi applications based on Client-Server architecture, having to take care of
isolated database servers at each
RTO, will be the most happiest

The workshop in progress
22

to migrate to the web-based applications with centralized database
architecture. The fear of database
server crash at a remote RTO location will forever be gone with the
new centralized database architecture. This centralized database
will be up 24x7, housed in highly
secured server farms at Delhi. We
need not worry much about power
failures, or UPS trips either.
Downloading new executable files
for existing applications, and implementing them in each RTO location, has been one of the most
cumbersome of works. With the
web applications in place, no such
replication will be required for
each RTO location. Application
maintenance will therefore be easy
and efficient. Any database-level
changes will be made in one single
database and we need not access
each RTO server to run the scripts.

The Achievements
The workshop was a great success
as all the stakeholders discussed
all the issues under one roof. The
existing obsolete ICT infrastructure, high-speed connectivity, and
modernization of the existing RTO
offices with reference to the Digital India Initiative were discussed
with the MoRTH representative.
Transport Department Officers of
all the northeastern States along
with West Bengal were of the
view that sufficient funds be provided by MoRTH to each state to
mitigate the existing infrastructure
gaps and facilities.
The workshop provided a great
opportunity to meet the domain
experts of Vahan 4.0 and Sarathi
4.0, and the other stake holders
from each state. It was also an
exposure for the Sikkim Trans-
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port Department officers and staff
and enforcement agencies to new
technologies that would be implemented in the state, and with help
of which we can better serve the
society with a safe and efficient
transport system. Moreover, it was
also the meeting of the NIC Transport Team as a whole, after a lull
of server months, in this beautiful
place that proved to be the icing
on the cake. Hope the morning
breeze of Gangtok will ever remain etched in their heart.
Yes, a beautiful dream fulfilled…..

Workshop Report
Shri Myamo Jami speaks on his experience of the workshop…..
Shri DT Lepcha Hon’ble Minister Transport Government of Sikkim spoke about the
needs and importance of the transport sector and also the scope for improvement with the
help of the latest technology. That was very encouraging; and also the Secretary Transport
taking keen interest in the Department affairs was very well appreciated. The co-ordination between the NIC, the RTO and the Police of Sikkim was overwhelming, and the
respect for ea ch other works wonders. The overall role played by the Sikkim government
was outstanding .
Vahan 4.0/Sarathi 4.0 implementation status of other state was very encouraging, and
also the concept of eChallan system is worth implementing by all states. The concept of
smart card being replaced by use of internet in getting information by every stakeholder
through the use of the national database is also one step forward to paperless/material
less technology.
The workshop was interactive and very informative and was of good help to all participants.
Myamo Jami
District Transport Officer
Wokha, Nagaland
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Computerised Learner’s License Test
From our Uttar Pradesh Correspondent Dr Y K Singh
Uttar Pradesh, January 2016The computerised learner’s license test was inaugurated on
January 27, 2016 by Shri Yasar
Shah Transport Minister, UP Government at the Regional Transport
Office, Lucknow.

sued licenses. However the candidate who failed had to reappear in
the manual test again. The process
of taking the test, its integration

with the currently running Sarathi
software and automatically moving the application for candidates
who pass, is now fully computer-

The facility will ensure that every
license seeker appear for the test
on the system.
The process was manual earlier in
which a laminated question paper
was given by the RTO office and
the answer sheet was given along
with the application form. The
answer sheet was then checked
by the Regional Inspector (RI) of
the RTO office concerned, and the
candidates who passed were is24

(L-R: Shri S. A. Ansari RTO, Dr YK Singh STD, Shri K Ravinder, Naik
Transport Commissioner, Shri Kumar Arvind Singh De, Principal Secretary ,
Shri VK Singh, Addl Transport Commissioner (East), Shri AK Pandey, Deputy Transport Commissioner)

ized.
The system will bring transparency in the process. An objective
type question bank has been created in the system so that random
questions appear for the candidates. A total of 15 questions are
asked by the system and the license seeker has to answer 9 questions correctly to get the license.
Candidates who fail will be kept
in a pending list, and the system
will allow them to re appear for
the test. The questions are divided
into four categories – traffic sign,
duty of drivers, documents to be
carried while driving and precautions to be observed by the drivers.
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The Regional Transport Office
Lucknow is the pilot for comput-

erized test process. Based on its
successful run in Lucknow, this

system will soon be extended to
the other districts. The system is

designed by National Informatics
Centre .

In the media
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Vahan 4.0 Launched in Jammu & Kashmir
From our Jammu and Kashmir Correspondent Shri Rakesh Kumar Gupta

Jammu and Kashmir - Hon’ble

ARTO Reasi, J&K on November

from the new Vahan 4.0 Software

retary Transport, and Shri Parviz

Minister

30, 2015.

to the applicants.

Iqbal Khateeb, Transport Com-

The Inaugural function was also

Earlier, on November 11, 2015
Shri Kifayat Hussain Rizvi, Sec-

missioner had also inaugurated

for

Transport

Jenab

Abdul Ghani Kohli, Jammu &
Kashmir, inaugurated the Vahan
4.0 online web-based software at

Inaugural Function in progress
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attended by the Shri Kifayat Hus-

Vahan 4.0 in ARTO Pulwama.

sain Rizvi, Secretary Transport,

The Hon’ble Min-

and Shri Parviz Iqbal Khateeb,

ister

Transport Commissioner.

the work done by

The NIC Project Coordinator,

NIC. He stressed

Shri Rakesh Kumar Gupta, Scien-

upon the need to

tist ‘D’, NIC J&K gave a presenta-

implement the sys-

tion, and apprised those present of

tem across the state

he features of the web-based Va-

and issued direc-

han 4.0 application.

tions to the depart-

The Hon’ble Minister distributed

mental officers in

Registration Certificates generated

Jenab Abdul Ghani Kohli inaugurated the Vahan 4.0 online webbased software

appreciated

this regard.
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Smart Card-based RC and DL launched in UT of Daman and Diu
Daman and Diu, June 09, 2016:
Smart card-based Vehicle Registration Certificate (RC) and Driving License (DL) were launched in
the UT of Daman and Diu by the
Hon’ble Administrator of Daman
& Diu and Dadra & Nagar Haveli,
Shri Vikram Dev Dutt, IAS. The
event was organized on June 09,
2016 in the auspicious presence
of the Member of Parliament, Shri
Lalubhai Patel, Secretary-Transport Shri J B Singh, IAS, Director-Transport Shri Umesh Tyagi,
IAS and many other dignitaries
including senior Administrative
officers, political personalities and
the media.
The smartcards are based on
27

From our Daman and Diu Correspondent Shri Utpal Mehta
SCOSTA standard. The Driving
License details are pushed to the
smart card application through
Sarathi, while the Registration
Certificate details are pushed
through the Vahan application,
both developed by NIC. The applications for backend computerization and the personalization
of the Card are powered by the
National

Informatics

Centre’s

National Transport Informatics
Division. Vahan 2.0 and Sarathi
1.0 have been implemented since
about 10 years in the UT of Daman and Diu and they are working
smoothly. Till the coming of smart
cards, Driving Licenses were being issued on laminated photo pa-

Honorable Administrator handing over the First Smart Card Driving License to
the Member of Parliament Shri Lalubhai Patel and the President of Daman District
Panchayat Shri Sukhabhai Patel

per and RCs on thick pre-printed
stationery.

In the next step, the UT Administration has decided to provide
hand-held card readers to the field
functionaries, and to integrate Va-

han and Sarathi with the online
traffic challan system eChallan
developed by NIC.
The Project has been implemented
with the continuous and involved
support from the Vahan & Sarathi
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team, and the Smart Card Division
at NIC-HQ, especially Shri Ravinder Gautam, Shri Manoj Srivastava, Ms Jyoti Bhan, Shri Abeer

Varan Dey, & Shri Mukesh, under

and Shri Joydeep shome, Division

extended through the NIC State

the guidance of Shri Sanjay Gahl-

Head, eTransport MMP, NIC-HQ.

Transport Coordinator Shri Utpal

out, Group Head eTransport MMP

Local implementation support was

Mehta.

Smart card-based RC and DL
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Roll‐out of Sarathi 4.0 at Pilot Site RTO Kolhapur, Maharashtra
Maharashtra, December, 2015
-Online appointment System for
Learner License (LL) & Driving
License (DL) for 48 RTO offices of Maharashtra was launched
in September 2014. As the next
step towards centralized issuance of LL and DL, NIC Pune
and MVD, Maharashtra State
launched Sarathi 4.0 at the pilot
site of RTO Kolhapur on December 23, 2015 for issuance of New
Learner’s License. Now, citizens
of RTO Kolhapur can apply for
new LLs, upload required documents, and take appointments
for the LL Test using Sarathi 4.0.
The new LL test appointment
data of citizens residing in the jurisdiction of RTO Kolhapur has
29

From our Maharashtra Correspondent Shri Y J Godbole
been migrated from the existing Sonar Scientist ‘C’ put in a lot
‘Online Appointment System of efforts for therollout of Sar(sarathi.nic.in)’ to Sarathi 4.0. athi 4.0 at at the pilot office.

The Sarathi Team of RTO officials Shri Laxman A Darade, RTO KolShri Jeevan Bansod, RTO Nashik, Shri Sanjay
Raut,
Deputy.
RTO Satara, Shri
Sudhir
Bodas,
System Administrator,
RTO
Pune and Shri
Shashi
Pillay,
Assistant System
Administrator,
RTO Pune along
Team Sarathi and Team RTO Kolhapur together
with NIC Pune
team comprising Shri Y J God- hapur formally started the new
bole Scientist ‘E’ and Shri Deepak LL system on Sarathi 4.0 in the

presence of Shri Jeevan S Bansod,
Shri Sanjay P Raut, along with
Shri Y J Godbole, NIC Pune. Mrs
Sonia Sethi, IAS, Transport Commissioner and Shri Prasad Mahajan, Joint Transport Commissioner, MVD, Maharashtra State have
congratulated RTO Kolhapur and
Team Sarathi for their efforts.
They have specially appreciated
the efforts taken by Shri B V Reddy, Scientist ‘E’, Shri Raghavendra Joish, Scientist ‘D’, Shri SSV
Rao, Scientist ‘D’and the entire
Development team of Sarathi 4.0.
They also appreciated the continued support provided by Shri
Y J Godbole, and Shri Deepak
Sonar of NIC Pune for the successful roll-out of Sarathi 4.0 at
RTO Kolhapur as per schedule.
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						 What is Happening Where
In Assam has achieved total implementation of Computerized Learner License Tests in all DTOs of the State
In Chandigarh the Department and NIC are working for starting online submission of Driver License application and
online appointments to citizens very shortly.
In Chattisgarh, the Transport Department, Chhattisgarh has ordered for conversion of all the Paper/PVC based Driving
Licenses to Smart Card based Driving Licenses latest by September 30, 2016. No paper/PVC based Driving Licenses
will be treated valid after the set deadline. Accordingly, work is in progress through Sarathi 2.0 in all the RTO offices of
the state.
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D

han Kumar Basnett, our very dynamic and very amiable Project Co-ordinator-cum-Correspondent from Sikkim, joined NIC in the year 1994 as a Technical Assistant, and worked
as District Informatics Assistant, NIC District Unit, South Sikkim. After he was transferred
to the Sikkim State Unit, he took charge of Sikkim Election Department Computerization, developed
and implemented the Electoral Photo Identity Card (EPIC) application which successfully digitized
more than 95% photographs of the voters of all the 32 Assembly Constituencies of Sikkim, and successfully published the first Photo Rolls.

Dhan Kumar Basnett
Scientist D, NIC

Shri Basnett has played a very proactive role in the creation of ICT infrastructure in all the RTOs of
Sikkim, the customization of Vahan and Sarathi applications as per state requirements and their implementation in all the RTOs of Sikkim. He is now working actively to implement Vahan 4.0 and Sarathi 4.0.
Shri Basnett did his schooling at St. Xavier’s School, Pakyong and Namchi Senior Secondary
School. He completed B.Tech (ECE) from JNTUCE, Kakinada, Andhra Pradesh, in the year 1993.
His wife, Lashmi Doma Bhutia, is a Sikkim Government school teacher. They were classmates in
the Namchi Senior Secondary School. The couple is blessed with a son, Yagya Bikram who is studying MBBS at SMIMS, Gangtok , and a daughter, Vijai Laxmi who is a class XI student.
His cool and calm nature is reflected in the books he says have influenced his approach to life – the
Bhagawat Gita For Daily Living by Eknath Easwaran, Power of Now by Eckhart Tolle, The Monk
Who Sold His Ferrari by Robin Sharma, The Seven Spiritual Laws of Success by Deepak Chopra.
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Now also as Correspondents for Parivahan NextMile
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State/UT

Name

Mobile Number

email ID

Andhra Pradesh

Nand Kumar

9490706479

nand@ap.nic.in

Andaman

Vijay Nagu

9679544007/ 03192-232733

vijaynagu.vs@nic.in

Arunachal Pradesh

Bimal Chandra Borah

9402275086

bimal.borah@nic.in

Assam

Bibhujjbal Kumar Bhattacharjya

9954343159

asm-bibhu@nic.in

Bihar

Kanhaiya Pandey/ Rana Pratap

09431800512 / 9431025779

Chandigarh

Vivek Verma /Inderjit Singh

9417367744/ 9855166455

Chhattisgarh

Y.V.S. Rao

09202200776 / 9300681678

kp@bih.nic.in/rana.pratap@nic.in
vivek.verma@nic.in; bvivek@nic.in; inderjit.
singh@nic.in
yvsrao@nic.in

Dadra & Nagar Haveli

Milind D. Talnikar

9427154131

silvassa@nic.in

Daman and Diu

Utpal Mehta (Daman)

9825 570 507

utpal.mehta@nic.in

Delhi

Deepak Mehra

9810626233

deepakm@nic.in

Goa

Satesh P Redkar

9890846085

satesh.r@nic.in

Gujarat

D.K. Jhala

9428813149

dk.jhala@nic.in

Haryana

Sanjay Sharma

9417850505

s.sanjay@nic.in

Himachal Pradesh

Bhupinder Pathak

9418111012

pathak.b@nic.in

J&K

Rakesh Kumar Gupta

9419206379 / 9419282126

Jharkhand

Amar Sinha/Taiyab hussain

9470193076

rakesh.gupta@nic.in
amarsinha@nic.in;
taiyab.hussain@nic.in
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State/UT

Name

Mobile Number

email ID

Karnataka

V V Gowrishankar

9945321743

vv.gowrishankar@nic.in

Kerala

Asir Edwin M.

9446319 944

asir@kerala.nic.in

Lakshadweep

Shahina Beegum K.K.

9497644622

shahina@nic.in

Madhya Pradesh

A.N. Siddiqui / Sanjay Pandey

9893 136 523 / 9893287688

siddiqui.an@nic.in

Maharashtra

YJ Godbole / Deepak N. Sonar

9423577233 / 9422349049

yj.godbole@nic.in / sonar.deepak@nic.in

Manipur

L. Premchandra Sharma

9402880054

premchand@nic.in

Meghalaya

Indrani Swer/ Gulrez A Sohliya

9436994810/ 919856042688

indrani.swer@nic.in/ gulrez.sohliya@nic.in

Mizoram

C. Lalmuanawmi

9436153655

mapuii@nic.in

Nagaland

I. Lanusungkum Aier

9436016039

lanu@nic.in

Orissa

Bimal Kanta Panda

9338189476

bk.panda@nic.in

Pondicherry

P. Sridharan

9442210705

sri.pon@nic.in

Punjab

Sarbjeet Singh/ Tarminder Singh

9915066410 / 0172-2745462

singh.sarbjeet@nic.in/t.singh@nic.in

Rajasthan

Liladhar

9928018283

liladhar@nic.in

Sikkim

DK Basnett

9434079436

dkbasnet@nic.in

Tamil Nadu

Ramadas L.

9445022233

l.ram@nic.in

Tripura

Chaitali Bhattacharjee

9436454394

chaitali.b@nic.in

Uttar Pradesh

Dr. Y.K. Singh

9450400312

yk.singh@nic.in

Uttarakhand

Sanjay Gupta

9997122217

sanjaygupta@nic.in
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West Bengal

Dr. Tapas Kumar Das

9830049045 / 9433082320

tapas@nic.in

Telangana

Nand Kumar

9490706479

nand@ap.nic.in
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Role

Name of Officer

Project Head

Designation

IP Phone

Mobile No.

STD Phone No.

e-mail ID

Shri Sanjay Singh Gahlout, Delhi DDG

5326

9810678503

011-24364294,

gahlout@nic.in

Head of Division

Shri Joydeep Shome, Delhi,

STD

5269

9810714183

011-24305269

joydeep@nic.in

Sarathi Coordinator

Shri BV Reddy, Hyderabad

TD

6152

9490749834

040-23261247

bvreddy@nic.in

Data Integration Coordinator Shri Nagaraj Kulkarni, Delhi

STD

5202

9868227386

011-24305202

kulkarni@nic.in

Vahan Team Member

Shri Piyush Gupta, Delhi

TD

5121

9971877440

011-24305121

piyush@nic.in

Vahan Team Member

Shri Deepak Mehra, Delhi

TD

5682

9810626233

011-24305682

deepakm@nic.in

Vahan Team Member

Shri Sanjay Mendiratta, Delhi

PSA

5686

9958388995

011-24305686

sanjaymen@nic.in

Vahan Team Member

Shri Ravindra Gautam, Delhi

SA

5687

9868260189

011-24305687

rgautam@nic.in

Vahan Team Member

Smt Nisha Gupta, Delhi

Technical Asstt-B

5901

9958277191

011-24305901

nisha.g@nic.in

Vahan Team Member

Smt Manisha Agarwal, Delhi

Scientific Officer

5906

9810377441

011-24305906

manisha.aggarwal @nic.in

Sarathi Team Member

Shri Manoj Kumar Srivastava,
Delhi

SA

5684

9968071989

011-24305684

mks@nic.in
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Role

Name of Officer

Designation

e-mail ID

Sarathi Team Member

Mrs. Jhancy Srinivas

TD

jhancy@nic.in

Sarathi Team Member

Mrs. Anuragamai

PSA

anurag.ap@nic.in

Sarathi Team Member

Mr. MSV Subramanyam

PSA

maddulasvs@nic.in

Sarathi Team Member

Mr. Nand Kumar

PSA

nand@ap.nic.in

Sarathi Team Member

Mr. Madan Mohan

SSA

mohan.madan@nic.in

Sarathi Team Member

Mr. Raghavendra Joish

PSA

joish.r@nic.in

Sarathi Team Member

Mr. SSV Rao

PSA

ssv.rao@nic.in
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